
MUSIC LOCKDOWN LESSONS

Week 8

PREP
Hello again Preppies, for this week’s music lesson can you please sing along to Over In the Meadow

and sing the ‘kid part’? We are also looking for patterns, can you find any?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand patterns in Music.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Over In the Meadow

1. Can you list all the animals in the song?
2. Can you count how many different animals there are?
3. Can you identify words the kids’ sing? Can you sing along?
4. Can you investigate, is the song following a pattern? Do you know what it is?

Optional
Can you draw a picture of one of the animals you like?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6ljGXMMB-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6ljGXMMB-g


YEAR 1
Hi wonderful Year 1’s, can you please sing along to Knick Knack Paddy Whack and identify the

different instruments?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand different instruments.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Knick Knack Paddy Whack

1. Can you count how many different instruments the children are playing?
2. Does it follow a pattern?
3. Can you sing the chorus?
4. Can you label each instrument?
5. Can you make your own instrument at home?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9--t3zl4NkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9--t3zl4NkY


YEAR 2
Hi fantastic Year 2’s, can you please sing along to Knick Knack Paddy Whack and identify the different

instruments?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand different instruments.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Knick Knack Paddy Whack

1. Can you count how many different instruments the children are playing?
2. Can you sing the chorus?
3. Does it follow a pattern?
4. Can you label each instrument?

5. Can you describe each instrument as strings, percussion or brass?
a. String instruments use strings to make sounds e.g. guitar.
b. Percussion instruments are instruments you hit.
c. Brass instruments are normally a yellow-brass colour that you blow into e.g.

trumpet.

6. Can you make your own instrument at home?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9--t3zl4NkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9--t3zl4NkY


YEAR 3
Hi brilliant Year 3’s, today is a listening challenge! Please follow this link to interactive boom cards.

Can you order our solfa notes (do mi so and la) into the right patterns?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand our solfa notes.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Boom Cards

1. I can draw the Tone

Ladder.

2. I can navigate Boom

Cards and work out how

to drag the cards around.

3. I can listen to the

pattern.

4. I can drag the cards to

match the pattern.

https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/sja3
https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/sja3


YEAR 4
Hi my Superstar Year 4’s, you can continue with the Cup Song or your Garageband songs from last

week or you can do an interactive listening challenge!

Please follow this link to the interactive boom cards.

Can you order our solfa notes (do mi so and la) into the right patterns?

LEARNING INTENTION

To develop our listening skills.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Boom Cards

1. I can draw the Tone Ladder.

2. I can navigate Boom Cards and work out how to drag the cards around.

3. I can listen to the pattern.

4. I can use the Tone Ladder to

help me order the sounds.

5. I can drag the cards to match

the pattern.

https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/sja3
https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/sja3


YEAR 5
Hi my wonderful Year 5’s, you have five choices while LFH:

You can continue with what you chose last week or choose another task from the list below:

1. Create a playlist of your favourite songs. Upload the song titles to Google Classroom.

Then listen to your playlist while you study.

2. Continue practising Lava Song, upload a video of yourself to Google Classroom. You can use

an instrument you have at home or record yourself using the Garageband piano.

3. Search your own song to learn by using a YouTube tutorial, Simply Piano or Yousician. Again,

you can use your own instruments or Garageband piano. Please upload your practise to

Google Classroom.

4. Compose (create) a song using Garageband and share it when we come back to school.

Please see the LI & SC from last week.

5. NEW TASK

Interactive Listening Task using Boom Cards

Can you identify patterns using the solfa, do re mi so & la?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand patterns using the solfa note ‘re’.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Boom Cards

1. I can draw the Tone Ladder.

2. I can navigate Boom Cards and work out how to drag the cards around.

3. I can listen to the pattern.

https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/aw5s
https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/aw5s


4. I can use the Tone Ladder to help me order the sounds.

5. I can drag the cards to match the pattern.



YEAR 6
Hi my brilliant Year 6’s, you have five choices while LFH:

You can continue with what you chose last week or choose another task from the list below:

1. Upload a video of Lava song to Google Classroom. You can use an instrument you have at

home or record yourself using the Garageband piano.

2. Learn your own choice song using YouTube tutorials, Simply Piano or Yousician. Again, you

can use your own instruments or Garageband piano. Please upload your practise to Google

Classroom.

3. Compose (create a song using Garageband) to share when we come back to school.

4. Compose your own song using the chords and notes from Lava song. Please see the LI and SC

from last week for more info.

5. NEW TASK

Interactive Listening Task using Boom Cards

Can you identify patterns using the solfa, do re mi so & la?

LEARNING INTENTION

To understand patterns using the solfa note ‘re’.

SUCCESS CRITERIA

LEARNING TASK

Boom Cards

1. I can draw the Tone Ladder.

2. I can navigate Boom Cards and work out how to drag the cards around.

3. I can listen to the pattern.

4. I can use the Tone Ladder to help me order the sounds.

https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/aw5s
https://wow.boomlearning.com/fastplay/aw5s


5. I can drag the cards to match the pattern.


